This paper addresses downlink cooperation at a system level. Cooperation between Base Stations is an alternative to macrodiversity to provide QoS continuity in case of mobility. We propose a Radio
I. INTRODUCTION
Future cellular networks will make use of opportunistic scheduling in cunjunction with effective link adaptation. Signalling delay is reduced by limiting the number of nodes in network's architecture [1] . However, distributing Radio Resource Management into each Base Station generates new issues for providing user's Quality of Service at cell's border, and for maintaining it in case of mobility. This problem is particularly important for real-time users who require a constant minimum Quality of Service. As a consequence, new methods must be defined at system level in order to compensate for the absence of a global controller in distributed cellular networks.
In this paper, we propose to adapt cooperative communications in order to provide user's Quality of Service. Cooperative communications are a set of techniques to improve wireless networks performances by generating spatial diversity [2] . Virtual Multiple Inputs, Multiple Outputs (MIMO) arrays can be created by transmitting signals from different locations. At link level, cooperative communications have been widely studied in uplink cellular networks, where one user terminal serves as a relay for another user terminal's transmission [3] [4] [5] .
A major research area is the definition of adapted protocols derived from Amplify-and-Forward and Decode-and-Forward [6] [7] [8] .
In order to make efficient use of these link layer protocols, cooperation must be considered at system-level. Prior system-level studies concern power allocation in uplink cooperation [9] [10] . Downlink relaying has only been studied for coverage improvements, using relays as repeaters without diversity [11] .
In this paper, we are interested in downlink wired relaying between two Base Stations (perfect cooperative channel). The source Base Station simply forwards the data to its relay Base Stations February 21, 2008 DRAFT through a wired link. This technique is particularly suited for distributed networks, as Base
Stations are independent for relaying decision and implementation. It is a possible alternative to macrodiversity, which enables to maintain the Quality of Service of users at cell's border, without requiring a global controller. However, downlink cooperation's optimization is performed at the expense of a complex power control setting, that must take into account both relayed users and non-relayed users. Besides, the additional power required for relaying generates inter-cell interference, and relayed users use radio resources from their relay Base Stations.
This paper proposes a Radio Resource Management strategy for downlink cooperation which consists in relayed users identification, resource allocation, and power control. More specifically,
we study the impact of four scheduling methods for power allocation with inter-cell interference in a distributed network. The four scheduling methods are compared in terms of capacity and fairness.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the relaying process, the distributed power control scheme and the Radio Resource Management strategy defined for downlink cooperation. Section III details the different scheduling methods for power allocation. The performances of our strategy are evaluated in Section IV. Conclusions are given in the last section.
II. BASE STATIONS DOWNLINK COOPERATION

A. Relaying process
Cooperation is triggered in downlink between two Base Stations. We use the Non Orthogonal Amplify-and-Forward cooperation scheme of [13] with one relay and two time slots. All Base
Stations use OFDMA with same the FFT size N FFT and serve N users direct users. We assume that each user k is assigned at most one sub-carrier per cell. It is served by its source Base Station (denoted BS r,k ) and may be relayed by at most one Base Station (denoted BS r,k ). The chosen relaying Base Station is the neighbouring Base Station that minimizes the path loss to user k.
Transmission between two Base Stations is assumed perfect (noiseless wideband channel). A two-time slot relaying scheme is used: at time t, BS s,k transmits symbol x k,1 to user k and forwards it to BS r,k for relaying purpose. At time t + 1, BS s,k transmits symbol x k,2 to user k, and BS r,k relays symbol x k,1 to user k. Let y k = (y k,1 , y k,2 ) be the vector of symbols received by user k.
where
• p s,k (resp. p r,k ) is the transmit power from the source (resp. the relay) to user k.
• l s,k (resp. l r,k ) is the path loss (including shadowing) from the source (resp. the relay) to user k.
• h s,k (resp. h r,k ) is the fast fading channel coefficient between the source (resp. the relay) and the user k.
• I s,k (resp., I r,k ) is the inter-cell interference received by user k on the subcarrier allocated on its link with BS s,k (resp. BS r,k ).
• σ 2 is the noise variance, which is the same on both links, as it only depends on the destination
It should be noted that we assume that the instantaneous channel is known by each Base Station, which is unrealistic in practical implementation. Our model is therefore idealistic, as we suppose that we can make full use of the fading by complete knowledge of its variations. In practical implementation, cooperation will be based on the average channel and should also take into account the influence of fading evaluated by a realistic modelization. The influence of channel knowledge limitations is for further study.
The transmission channel can be modelled as:
H k is the equivalent channel matrix for user k:
We assume that E[ x k x * k ] = I. Then link capacity is [12] :
NB: If relaying is not used, k-link capacity is
B. Distributed power control
Our aim is to improve the network's performance in terms of capacity and fairness. Let N BS be the number of cooperating Base Stations. Let φ(SIR k ) be a concave function of SIR k that evaluates the link capacity for users k ∈ [1, N user,j ] for each Base Station j. Power control aims at allocating powers in order to reach a utility function of the global form
while taking into account inter-cell interference and each Base Station's power limitation.
Optimization problem (7) is concave with convex constraints. Therefore, an global optimum exists [14] . However, its determination requires a global knowledge of the network in terms of channel gains and interference, which is not feasible in distributed networks. As a consequence, we propose to perform power control for each Base Station independently and to iterate the DRAFT February 21, 2008 process until power values have converged. This is a sub-optimal solution, which does not necessarily converge towards the global optimal, but which is suited for distributed networks.
Several methods have been tested for taking into account relaying into power control. Simulations have shown that in order to optimize the utility function, best results are obtained if we impose that a part of the total power be dedicated to relays. Let P max,i be the maximum power for Base Station i, N d be the number of users that served on direct link by Base Station i, N r be the number of users that request relaying from Base Sation i. We set P relay = Nr Nr+N d P max , and P relay + P direct = P max . As a consequence, for each Base Station, power control is performed in two steps: first, power is allocated to direct users with power constraint 1
power is allocated to relayed users with power constraint 1 T p relay = P relay .
C. Joint relaying-Power control strategy
We consider a distributed Radio Resource Management strategy for the relaying channel, which is made of three steps. It is performed independently in each Base Station, as it only requires information reported by user terminals in normal operations.
1) Identification of the users of the Base Station that require relaying, and of their relay Base
Station. We assume that relaying is useful for users at the border of each cell: therefore, relaying is requested for users which have a path loss difference of less than 3 dB between their source Base Station and the best neighbouring Base Station.
2) Subcarrier allocation: it is first performed on each direct link. The first free subcarrier that maximizes channel coefficient h s,k is allocated to the link between the user and the source Base Station. Then, subcarrier allocation is performed in the same way.
3) Iterative power control for all users of the Base Station.
III. SCHEDULING METHODS FOR POWER ALLOCATION
In OFDMA, resource allocation concerns the assignment of sub-carriers to users, and the allocation of powers accross tones. In this paper, we assume that each user is assigned only one subcarrier per cell and per time slot. Consequently, we only focus on power allocation.
Resource allocation can be written as a generalized fairness allocation problem [15] [16]:
1 − α subject to a power constraint (8) where α characterizes the level of fairness of the optimization goal. Each Base Station has an independent power constraint
We use link capacity as an estimate for link quality:
where H k has been defined in (4) . This formula applies with and without relay (see Eq. (5) and (6)).
In the following, we evaluate the performance of different scheduling methods, which correspond to different optimization goals: Globally Optimal allocation, Max-Min Fair allocation, Proportional Fair allocation and Harmonic Mean Fair allocation.
1) Globally optimal allocation (also called Sum Capacity) is achieved when α = 0:
Globally optimal allocation maximizes the sum over all links of capacities. It is a greedy algorithm that favors users in good radio conditions, but may leave users in bad radio conditions unserved.
2) Max-Min fairness is obtained with α → ∞: Max-min fairness power allocation aims at serving all users, but is constrained by the users in worst radio conditions. Therefore, it may leads to poor sum capacity values.
3) Proportional fairness corresponds to α → 1:
4) Harmonic mean fairness corresponds to α = 2:
Proportional fair and harmonic mean fair power allocations are trade-offs between Globally
Optimal and Max-Min fair allocations.
Numerical methods are used to solve the four maximization problems: a simple iterative process is used for Max-Min Fair allocation, while Newton's method is used for the three other scheduling methods. They are detailed in Apppendix I and Appendix II.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Our model is composed of two rings of interfering Base Stations with omnidirectional antennas with same cell radius (see Fig. 1 Simulation's parameters are
• Inter-site distance is d is = 0.7 √ 3 = 1.212 km.
• The path loss model is Okumura-Hata [17] : l(d) = 137.74 + 35.22 log(d) in dB.
• Shadowing's standard deviation is 7 dB.
• The downlink noise is σ 2 = −105 dBm.
• Maximum transmit power for each base station is P max = 43 dBm. Our aim is to evaluate the gain obtained by relaying, for the four scheduling methods, and to compare these methods. We intend to achieve a trade-off between performance improvements (in terms of average capacity) and fairness (in terms of rejection probability).
In the remaining of the paper, we denote Globally Optimal allocation by "GO", Proportional
Fairness by "PF", Harmonic Mean Fairness by "HMF", and Max-Min Fairness by "MM". "R"
indicates that relaying is used, whereas "NR" indicates that no relaying is used. Globally optimal leads to the highest average capacity and maximum capacity. Relaying enables to slighty increase the average capacity, but does not bring any gain on the best spectral efficiency. Indeed, the latter is obtained on users that are in good radio conditions, and that do not require relaying. It should be noted that the average capacity gain is obtained because a part of the power is dedicated to relaying.
A. Capacity comparisons
With Max-Min Fair allocation, no actual gain can be obtained on capacity with relaying. MaxMin Fair allocation provides the same spectral efficiency to all users, at any load, if relaying is not used. If relaying is used, as two different power allocation procedures are run (one for direct users, the other one for relayed users), there is a slight difference between the best and the worst spectral efficiencies.
Proportional Fair and Harmonic Mean Fair allocations both benefit a lot from relaying, regarding the average capacity and the best spectral effiency; and the gain also increases with the load.
Proportional Fair leads to higher average capacity values than Harmonic Mean Fair scheduler, but the latter is more efficient in term of best spectral efficiency at medium to high load.
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B. Fairness comparisons
Fairness can be evaluated straightforwardly with the proportion of served users (i.e., the proportion of users that have a non-zero total power, from source and relay Base Stations).
This statistics evaluates the rejection probability of the four scheduling methods (see Table I ).
Max-Min Fair power allocation leads to 100% of served users, whatever the load, with and without relaying. Harmonic mean fairness also almost leads to a zero rejection probability.
Proportional Fair power allocation leads to quite stable high percentages of served users (98% with relay, 94% without relay). As expected, Globally Optimal power allocation leads to a high rejection probability when the load increases. However, relaying importantly reduces the rejection probability in that case.
A more detailed fairness evaluation is obtained in Fig. 4 An important conclusion, which stands for the four scheduling methods, is that even if the average SIR and the average link capacity get no benefit or low benefit from relaying, the probability of having very low SIR decreases thanks to relaying.
When comparing the four scheduling method, we can first notice that SIR values are highly spread with Globally Optimal allocation, whereas they are concentrated around the average value with Max-Min Fair allocation. This tendency becomes more obvious at high load, where the CDF of the SIR with Max-Min Fair allocation is almost a step-function, especially when relaying is used. Consequently, even if the average SIR value is higher with Globally Optimal allocation than with Max-Min Fair allocation, this is achieved at the expense of more users with very low SIR values (an important part of them being not served, as it is shown in Table I Consequently, downlink cooperation between Base Stations should be used in distributed networks in order to ensure mobility with QoS continuity. It is simple to implement and less costly in terms of infrastructures and network management than macrodiversity.
Link adaptation for this strategy, leading to rate allocation, will be the next issue. Moreover, this paper has focused on users with the same QoS constraints. Future work could consist in adapting the scheduling techniques to the service type. Besides, the dynamic behaviour should also be studied. Instantaneous power allocation scheduling should be optimized jointly with average subcarrier allocation by taking into account relaying constraints and gains. DRAFT February 21, 2008 APPENDIX I
MAX-MIN FAIRNESS POWER ALLOCATION
Max-min fairness power allocation aims at maximizing the minimum capacity on all users, under the power constraints 1 T p = P max and p ≥ 0. It is achived with a simple iterative algorithm.
We here describe the routine for power allocation on the source when relay is used.
subject to 1
Our aim is to set the same capacity on all links, C k = The general convex problem for these power allocations is:
where f is a convex function.
For global optimal,
For proportional fair,
For harmonic mean fair:
This is a convex equality-constrained problem that can be solved with Newton's method [14] .
The Newton step ∆p nt is defined by the KKT system:
In which we have A = 1 T , c = ▽f (p) k , and B is a diagonal matrix with elements:
The KKT system can be solved by elimination, i.e. by solving
And setting ∆p nt = −B −1 (A T w + c).
Consequently:
As A = 1, we directly obtain:
∆p nt is deduced from Eq. 16
We can deduce the Newton decrement λ from the Newton step:
Step size t is obtained easily by backtracking line search, as the chosen descent direction is ∆p nt .
With α ∈ [0; 0.5] and β ∈ [0, 1],
Consequently, the general Newton method is: 
